Global oxygen isoscapes for barnacle shells: Application for tracing movement in oceans.
It is helpful to understand the movement of animals and objects to inform species conservation and broader environmental management (e.g. by identifying the origin of marine debris). Tagging techniques are limited to investigations of future movement (e.g. after a tag has been applied), with no ability to understand where an animal or object has come from prior to encounter. However, studies that apply chemical techniques are able to address questions about historical movement prior to encounter, particularly through the analysis of stable isotopes from the tissues of migrating animals, or from barnacle shells that attach to migrating hosts. Barnacle shell isotope analysis is a promising technique that could provide a new understanding of the ecology of migrating marine fauna, or additionally the origin of marine debris. Here we use global datasets to assess the applicability of barnacle shell isotope techniques for identifying the origin and travel pathways of animals and objects that carry hitchhiking barnacles. We present the first global isoscapes for barnacle shell calcite, using these to identify areas that are likely to offer the finest spatial resolution for this application. We further demonstrate how isoscapes can be applied to back-trace animal migrations using real-world migration case studies of sea turtles and whales. We demonstrate that coastal areas and mid-latitude oceanic regions are likely to offer the best spatial resolution, and that migration pathways are able to be identified from successive barnacle shell samples. We expect that this work will allow for more efficient and precise future applications of barnacle shell isotope analyses to trace the movement and origin of barnacle hosts through marine waters.